J.P.I.C.
DIALOGUE GRANT APPLICATION

Purpose: To encourage the embrace of those building blocks of understanding that Dialogue provide.

The Synod Committee for Justice, Peace, and Integrity of Creation (JPIC) is offering small grants to churches to reach out and initiate an event or exchange with a church of different ethnic background in order to encourage dialogue, chip away at racism, build understanding, and promote partnerships.

Such dialogue opportunities could include, but are not limited to:

Planned - Joint worship services
Planned - Joint fellowship events
Planned - Joint session exchange
Planned - VBS exchanges

What’s your vision/goals?
________________________
________________________
________________________

Initial grant amount $100.00 ____________

Optional request ____________ (reason for additional funds amt.)

Dialogue Churches (1)__________________________(2)__________________________
__________________________Pastor__________________________Pastor_____________________

Date:____/____/__________

Synod Office
Attn: JPIC, 14225 Roscoe Blvd, Panorama City, CA 91402 (213) 483-3840
email all questions to:
Cliff_OD@Hotmail.com, RevMeyers@Hotmail.com, TDEnglish@SBCGlobal.net

You may return your application to any of the addresses above.